Collagen is the main load-bearing component of soft tissues, including the eye. The organization and hierarchical architecture of collagen fibers determine tissue mechanical behavior, including key tissue properties, such as anisotropy (directional stiffness) and nonlinearity (strain-dependent stiffness).^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b01]^ The influence of fiber architecture is often stronger than that of the chemical composition of the fibers.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b01][@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b02][@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b03]--[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b04]^ Several recent studies have addressed the overall organization and orientation of collagen in the eye, focusing on the corresponding tissue anisotropy.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b05][@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b06][@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b07]--[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b08]^ However, the microstructural characteristics of the collagen fibers and their role in eye tissue nonlinearity remain relatively poorly understood. In other soft tissues, it is well understood that their nonlinear behavior is largely driven by the micrometer-scale waviness, or crimp, of the collagen fibers.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b09],[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b10]^ Studies in tendon and skin, for example, have demonstrated an important interrelationship between crimp and mechanical properties in health, aging, and disease.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b11][@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b12]--[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b13]^

In the eye, studies have been limited to observations of fiber waviness and undulations in images acquired with a diversity of techniques, including brightfield,^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b14]^ electron,^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b15]^ and nonlinear microscopy,^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b06],[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b16][@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b17]--[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b18]^ and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b19]^ or to estimates of crimp properties from inverse numerical models.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b20][@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b21]--[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b22]^ Employing transmission electron microscopy Liu and colleagues^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b23]^ measured collagen fiber crimp in the cornea. The numerical models point to collagen crimp characteristics playing a critical role in eye biomechanics.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b20][@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b21][@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b22]--[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b23]^ Nevertheless, no systematic experimental quantifications of posterior pole micrometer-scale collagen crimp have been reported.

Our goal was to quantify collagen fiber crimp in the lamina cribrosa (LC) and surrounding peripapillary sclera (PPS), compare crimp distribution between these tissues, and analyze how collagen crimp varies with distance from the scleral canal. This information will enable the development of more realistic models of ocular tissue biomechanics. Further, this study will provide a basis to understand the underlying mechanisms by which microstructure governs larger scale mechanics of soft tissues, as well as the role of microstructure on eye physiology, aging, and in biomechanics-related diseases, such as glaucoma.

Methods {#s2}
=======

One of the most natural characteristics of collagen fiber crimp is the length of a wave, or its period ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f01){ref-type="fig"}). In this first study, we characterized the distribution of the crimp period in the collagen fibers of the LC and PPS from sheep ONHs fixed at low IOPs.

![The collagen crimp period visualized using PLM. A LC trabeculae beam appears banded when imaged with PLM (**A**). Adding the lengths of one bright band and one dark band makes one collagen crimp period (**B**). From processing the raw PLM images, we can pseudocolor half periods as alternating yellow and purple bands to visualize the crimp period (**C**). As a single fiber stretches it uncrimps, with relatively little force until it loses all crimp. The straightened fiber can only be stretched further by making the fiber longer, which requires an increasing force, and so the fiber appears stiff (**D**).](i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f01){#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f01}

Specimen Preparation {#s2a}
--------------------

Six adult sheep eyes approximately 2-years old were acquired from a local abattoir and processed within 24 hours of death. Using scalpels, razors, and forceps, the muscles, fat, and episcleral tissues were removed from each eye. The eyes were cannulated through the anterior chamber to set the IOP using a fluid column. We characterized the crimp period at normal (10 mm Hg),^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b24]^ subphysiologic (5 mm Hg), and zero (0 mm Hg) IOPs. Two eyes were fixed at each pressure. All eyes were immersion fixed with 10% formalin for at least 12 hours while maintaining pressure. After fixation, the ONHs were excised using an 11.5-mm diameter trephine and cryosectioned into 30-μm thick coronal sections. For each eye, at least three sections at the level of the LC and three at the level of the PPS were selected for analysis. Sections were selected when they were free of artifacts, such as folds. Due to the natural eye-to-eye variability in LC position within the canal, as well as tilt during sectioning, some sections were not ideal for both tissues. A total of 26 sections were selected for analysis.

Imaging and Data Acquisition {#s2b}
----------------------------

The selected sections were imaged with PLM using previously reported methods^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b25],[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b26]^ in order to visualize the collagen crimp period ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f01){ref-type="fig"}). Briefly, two filters (Hoya, Tokyo, Japan) were used with the polarizer filter placed before the sample and the analyzer filter placed after the sample. Images at multiple filter orientations 45° apart were captured for optimal crimp period visualization ([Fig. 2](#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f02){ref-type="fig"}). Up to four filter orientations were used in each section to quantify collagen crimp period. An Olympus SZX16 microscope was used with an Olympus DP80 camera (36-bit, RGB, pixel shift setting), a 0.6× reducer, and 0.8× objective (numerical aperture \[NA\], 0.12; Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). A manual stage was used to capture images with 20% overlap, which were then stitched into mosaics using FIJI Is Just ImageJ (FIJI).^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b27],[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b28]^ To image the fine details of the LC, the 11.5× magnification setting on the microscope was used (0.37 μm/pixel). For each section of LC, 10 to 30 images were captured in order to visualize the whole LC and the scleral canal. The PPS sections were imaged using the 4× magnification setting (1.08 μm/pixel). The PPS is much larger and it would have been very time consuming to manually capture and stitch the hundreds of images that would have resulted from imaging at high magnification. For each section of PPS, 20 to 40 images were sufficient to visualize the whole tissue section. We have previously shown that measurements derived from intensity in PLM images are robust to changes in imaging system and magnification.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b25]^ In the next subsection we describe the test used to verify that magnification choice did not affect the measured collagen crimp period.

![The same region of the ONH, imaged with two different polarized filter orientations, 45° apart. Multiple filter orientations were used in order to visualize the collagen crimp period in bundles oriented in different directions. In this case, the crimps in some LC bundles were more distinct in (**A**), whereas those in the PPS were more distinct in (**B**).](i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f02){#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f02}

Measuring Collagen Crimp Period {#s2c}
-------------------------------

Using FIJI,^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b28]^ the crimp period was manually measured from PLM images, akin to previously reported methods ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f01){ref-type="fig"}).^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b29]^ From the PLM images, the period was measured manually by identifying the inflection points between the bright and dark bands, where each band corresponds to half of a crimp period. A straight line was used to measure the length of three sequential crimp periods by identifying three bright and dark bands. This length was divided by 3 to get the average crimp period.

Due to the large number of manual measurements required, the work was split between several markers. To determine the repeatability and reproducibility of measuring the collagen crimp period, one section of the ONH fixed at 5-mm Hg IOP was imaged (12-bit, grayscale) using a Nikon Eclipse Ti microscope (Nikon, Melville, NY, USA) coupled with a Cascade camera (Roper Scientific, Sarasota, FL, USA) and 10× objective (NA, 0.5, 0.80 μm/pixel). Nine markers delineated the same 34 fiber bundles in the image three times each.

To verify that collagen crimp period measurements are robust to acquisition magnification, one section of the ONH fixed at 5-mm Hg IOP was imaged using several magnification of the Olympus SZX16 microscope coupled with the Olympus DP80 camera, 0.6× reducer, and 0.8× objective (NA, 0.12), discussed above. A total of eight magnification settings were used to capture this series of images of a LC (2.5× with 1.75 μm/pixel through 11.5× with 0.37 μm/pixel). Below 2.5×, the collagen crimp period of the LC was no longer discernible, and 11.5× was the highest setting on the microscope. Ten fiber bundles were identified in these images from different magnification settings and the collagen crimp period was measured in each bundle.

To confirm that the collagen crimp period distributions were robust to changes in imaging setup, we used alternative setups with different microscope--camera pairings to image the same sections of the two sheep eyes above fixed at 5-mm Hg IOP. Sections through the LC were imaged (12-bit grayscale, 0.73 μm/pixel) using a 10× objective (NA, 0.3) on an Olympus BX60 microscope. This microscope was paired with an RT Slider camera (SPOT Imaging Solutions, Sterling Heights, MI, USA). Sections through the PPS were imaged using the Nikon-Cascade microscope-camera pair with the same settings as previously described above (in paragraph detailing the repeatability and reproducibility tests). The LC and PPS collagen crimp periods were measured and the resulting distributions compared with those previously obtained from images acquired using the Olympus--Olympus microscope--camera pair.

To confirm that the collagen crimp period measurements obtained from two eyes are representative of a larger population of eyes, we repeated the measurements in an additional five eyes fixed at 5-mm Hg IOP, for a total pool of seven eyes from four animals. Collagen crimp period was measured in the LC and PPS regions using images taken using the alternative setup described above, and the resulting distributions were compared between animals and between eyes.

Measuring Distance From the Scleral Canal {#s2d}
-----------------------------------------

To evaluate how the collagen crimp period changed with distance from the scleral canal, a border between the LC and the PPS was manually drawn for each section. Measurements inside this border were categorized as on LC, whereas the measurements outside this border were categorized as on PPS. The distance of a period measurement to the canal border was calculated using custom scripts as the shortest distance between the center of each line segment used for crimp period measurement and the manually delineated canal border.

Crimp Period Visualization {#s2e}
--------------------------

Some PLM images were further processed to better visualize the collagen crimp period in all fiber bundle directions simultaneously. This was done purely for visualization purposes, not for measurement. Using previously reported methods,^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b25],[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b26]^ we processed the images to determine pixel-by-pixel collagen fiber orientation information. This information was then used to find the difference between each pixel\'s fiber orientation, and the average fiber orientation in its neighborhood (10-μm radius). We then pseudocolored each pixel purple, if this difference was positive, or yellow, if this difference was negative. With this processing, crimp is easily discernible as purple and yellow bands ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f01){ref-type="fig"}) orientation. Without this processing, crimp period visibility depends on the relative orientation of the collagen bundle and the polarized light filters.

Statistical Analyses {#s2f}
--------------------

### Repeatability and Reproducibility of Collagen Crimp Period Measurements. {#s2f1}

To evaluate the repeatability within each marker, the SD of each marker\'s three crimp period measurements was calculated for each fiber bundle. To evaluate reproducibility across the group of markers, the SD across all marker collagen crimp period measurements for each fiber bundle was calculated.

### Robustness of Collagen Crimp Period Measurements Across Magnifications. {#s2f2}

To evaluate the robustness across magnifications, the SD of crimp period measurements from different magnifications was calculated for each fiber bundle.

### Robustness of Collagen Crimp Period Measurements to Changes in Imaging Setups. {#s2f3}

Linear mixed-effect models accounting for autocorrelation of measurements from the same section, eye, and animal were used to test for differences in crimp period measurements between those from the standard versus alternative imaging setups.

### Confirming Measurements are Representative of a Larger Population. {#s2f4}

From the measurements pooled across seven eyes from four animals, all fixed at 5 mm Hg, linear mixed-effect models accounting for autocorrelation of measurements from the same section were used to test if measurements were significantly different between those from different eyes and animals.

### Collagen Crimp Period Distribution. {#s2f5}

The collagen crimp period distributions in the LC and PPS were calculated. In addition, to compare the collagen crimp period of these two regions, a linear mixed-effect model accounting for autocorrelation of measurements from the same section, eye, animal, and IOP was used.

### Spatial Distribution of the Collagen Crimp Period. {#s2f6}

To determine the spatial distribution of the collagen crimp period in the LC and the PPS the collagen crimp period was first separated into groups based on spatial distance from the scleral canal. To further understand the variations in PPS crimp period with distance from the canal edge, we separated the PPS crimp period measurements into two categories: proximal (≤500 μm from the scleral canal) and distal (\>500 μm from the scleral canal). Linear mixed-effect models accounting for autocorrelation of measurements from the same section, eye, animal, and IOP were used to determine if the PPS crimp period in these two regions were different from each other, and whether they were different from the LC crimp period. Next, linear mixed-effect models accounting for autocorrelation of measurements from the same section, eye, animal, and IOP were used to find associations between collagen crimp period and radial distance from the scleral canal. The measurements from the LC and PPS were analyzed separately to determine if the collagen crimp period in each region was associated with distance from the scleral canal. When visualizing the results, we suspected that the relationship between PPS crimp period and distance from the canal was not linear. To determine the best fit, several models were fit with distance transformations (no transform or linear, logarithmic, and square root), and the model with the lowest Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) chosen. The AIC is a measure that determines the quality of the model by evaluating the tradeoff between goodness of fit and model complexity. It is important to note the AIC does not determine the significance of the model, only a relative quality of the model compared with other models of the same data.

Results {#s3}
=======

A total of 17,374 manual collagen crimp period measurements were made in this study. Repeated measurements made by a marker had a maximum SD of 1.9 μm across the 34 fiber bundles ([Fig. 3](#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f03){ref-type="fig"}A). Reproducibility of measurements between markers had a maximum SD of 4.7 μm across the 34 bundles ([Fig. 3](#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f03){ref-type="fig"}B). Comparing measurements of collagen crimp period from images acquired with a range of magnifications between 2.5× and 11.5× the largest SD was 0.4 μm across 10 fiber bundles ([Fig. 4](#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f04){ref-type="fig"}). Measurements were not significantly different when using different microscope-camera pairs (*P* \> 0.1), nor were the measurements significantly different between those from different eyes and animals (*P* \> 0.1, 7 eyes from 4 animals, 12,796 total measurements; [Fig. 5](#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f05){ref-type="fig"}).

![The repeatability (**A**) and reproducibility (**B**) of our manual collagen crimp period measurements. A total of nine individual markers measured the period in 34 fiber bundles three times to calculate the variability within (repeatability) and between (reproducibility) markers. Naturally, whether the repeatability and reproducibility are large or small, requires considering other measurements, such as those in [Figures 6](#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f06){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f07){ref-type="fig"}.](i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f03){#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f03}

![The robustness of our manual crimp period measurements to changes in image magnification. One individual measured the crimp period of 10 fiber bundles through eight magnification settings. Each crimp period measurement was subtracted from the average measurement for that bundle through the different magnifications in order to visualize the robustness. To understand whether the robustness to changes in image magnification is large or small, comparison with the actual measurements in [Figures 6](#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f06){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f07){ref-type="fig"} is needed.](i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f04){#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f04}

![Collagen crimp period scatterplots (**A**) and box plots (**B**) from using different imaging setups in two example eyes, and pooled across seven eyes fixed at 5-mm Hg IOP. The *left side* corresponds with the standard setup (Olympus--Olympus microscope--camera pairing), the middle with the alternative imaging setup (as defined in the main text), and the *right side* with the pooled distributions across seven eyes. The period measurements were robust to using different microscope--camera pairings and similar between different eyes and animals.](i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f05){#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f05}

To quantify the crimp period in different regions of the ONH, a total of 4498 manual measurements were taken, with at least 450 measurements in each of the 6 eyes. The collagen crimp period distributions between all eyes were similar ([Fig. 6](#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f06){ref-type="fig"}), with no significant differences between eyes fixed at the three IOPs ([Fig. 7](#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f07){ref-type="fig"}). There were no statistically significant differences in crimp period between eyes fixed at IOPs of 0-, 5-, or 10-mm Hg (*P* \> 0.1). For every eye and IOP the crimp periods in the LC were significantly smaller (*P* \< 0.001) and less variable (*P* \< 0.001) than crimp periods in the PPS ([Figs. 6](#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f06){ref-type="fig"}, [7](#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f07){ref-type="fig"}). When pooling crimp period measurements from all pressures, the average (SD) crimp period in the LC was 13.8 (3.1) μm, and 31.0 (10.4) μm in the PPS. The median crimp period in the LC was 13.3 μm, and 30.1 μm in the PPS. The crimp period ranges were 5.2 to 30.0 μm in the LC and 7.3 to 72.0 μm in the PPS.

![Density plots of the collagen crimp period distribution in each eye by LC and PPS regions.](i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f06){#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f06}

![Scatterplots (**A**) and boxplots (**B**) of the collagen crimp period as a function of distance from the scleral canal pooling all sections and eyes at a given IOP. This distribution was similar between eyes fixed at different IOPs.](i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f07){#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f07}

In the LC, the crimp period did not vary significantly with distance from the scleral canal wall (*P* \> 0.1). However, crimp period in the PPS had an interesting pattern ([Fig. 8](#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f08){ref-type="fig"}), being smallest next to the canal wall -- and the LC, and increasing with distance from the canal wall. The crimp period in the proximal PPS (500 μm of PPS closest to the canal) had average (SD) of 22.4 (5.8) μm, which was significantly larger (*P* \< 0.001) than the 13.8 (3.1) μm average (SD) crimp period in the LC, and significantly smaller than the 35.4 (9.5) μm average (SD) crimp period in the distal PPS (more than 500 μm away from the canal wall). The median crimp period in the proximal PPS was 21.6 μm, and 34.7 μm for the distal PPS. The increases in PPS crimp period magnitude and variability with distance from the canal wall were also significant (*P* \< 0.001) and substantial, with period more than doubling in magnitude at 2 mm from the canal ([Fig. 7](#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f07){ref-type="fig"}).

![Wide views spanning the LC and sclera under PLM (*top*) and visualized using the *yellow* and *purple bands* as described in the text to simplify discerning crimp period independent of the orientation (*middle*). The *bottom* shows pairs of raw PLM images and corresponding crimp period visualization images of close-ups of the LC (*bottom left*), proximal PPS (*bottom center*), and distal PPS (*bottom right*). An example line illustrating three periods is overlaid on each. It is easy to distinguish that the crimp period in the LC was small. In the proximal PPS the period was similar to that of the LC. The period increased with distance from the canal.](i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f08){#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f08}

All three models (linear -- no transformation, log of distance, square-root of distance), showed a statistically significant association between crimp period and distance from the canal in the PPS (*P* \< 0.001). The root-square model had the lowest AIC value ([Table](#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-t01){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Summary of Results From Statistical Tests

![](i1552-5783-58-9-3378-t01)

Discussion {#s4}
==========

We have presented a detailed characterization of the collagen fiber crimp period in the LC and PPS at normal and low IOPs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first systematic quantification of collagen fibers crimp properties in the posterior pole. The manual crimp period measurements were repeatable and reproducible both within and between markers. The measurements were robust to differences in the magnification used during image acquisition and to the use of different imaging setups with different microscope--camera pairings.

We quantified the collagen crimp period in the LC and PPS in eyes at normal and low IOPs. Three main results arise from this work: first, the collagen crimp period in the LC was smaller, and less variable, than the crimp period in the PPS, and did not change with distance from the canal. Second, there were no significant differences in collagen fiber crimp period in eyes fixed at IOPs of 0-, 5-, or 10-mm Hg. Third, in the proximal PPS, the collagen crimp period was slightly larger than in the LC, and increased nonlinearly with distance from the canal wall. Let us consider each of these in turn:

1.  The collagen crimp period in the LC was smaller and less variable than the crimp period in the PPS, and did not vary with distance from the canal. This indicated that the baseline crimp period in the LC was uniform. Uniform crimp morphology has been hypothesized to have a steeper (or less gradual) stiffening response to stretch than variable crimp morphology ([Fig. 9](#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f09){ref-type="fig"}).^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b29]^ This means that the LC may have close to a step-wise stiffening response to stretch compared with the PPS. As the LC houses delicate retinal ganglion cell axons and astrocytes, this collagen crimp period distribution allows the whole LC to stiffen simultaneously, rather than allowing some parts to stiffen before others. This results in a more even response to changes in pressure across the whole LC in order to avoid concentrations of strain that could hurt the axons. Note that this still allows for local variations in IOP-induced deformations arising from the complex LC pore and beam architecture.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b30],[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b31]^

2.  There were no significant differences in collagen fiber crimp period between eyes fixed at IOPs of 0-, 5-, or 10-mm Hg. We chose to study crimp period at these pressures to establish the baseline characteristics of the collagen fibers, without the potentially individual-specific effects of elevated IOP. From a mechanical perspective it would be anticipated that increases in IOP would cause collagen fiber stretch, affecting the fiber crimp characteristics.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b32]^ Our results are important because they demonstrate that crimp period remains essentially unchanged when IOP decreases from physiologic to subphysiologic, and even to zero. These results are consistent with the mechanical concept that at low IOP, the collagen fibers bear little load, although there may still be residual stresses in the tissue.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b33]^ Note that these results do not imply that there were no changes in crimp with increased IOP, only that there were no changes in crimp period. IOP may result in changes in other aspects of collagen crimp.

3.  In the proximal PPS, the collagen crimp period was slightly larger than in the LC, and increased nonlinearly with distance from the canal wall. The baseline crimp period in the PPS was not uniform, indicating that the collagen fiber morphology is more variable in the PPS than in the LC. As mentioned above, the more heterogeneous the crimp morphology is at baseline, the more gradual the stiffening of the tissue is in response to stretch.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b29]^ ([Fig. 9](#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f09){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, our finding of heterogeneous baseline PPS crimp is consistent with the nonlinear response to mechanical loading that is well recognized in the sclera.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b34]^ Based on the finding that PPS crimp period increased with distance from the canal, we predict that scleral mechanical nonlinearity will also vary with distance from the canal. This would be in addition to the already known differences in anisotropy with circumferential fibers in the proximal PPS.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b26]^ To the best of our knowledge, experiments have not yet been able to determine this. From a mechanical perspective, the canal opening in the scleral shell will result in the circumferential stresses being maximal at the canal edge, and decrease with distance from the canal. In a homogeneous thin shell, this decrease is proportional to the inverse of the square of the distance from the canal.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b35]^ The pattern of crimp properties observed could function to counterbalance these stress concentrations. In this way, the small differences in crimp period and variability between the proximal PPS and LC may reduce differences between the tissue stiffnesses at normal IOPs. This would alleviate concentrations of stress and strain, particularly shear, which are often harmful to tissues. At elevated IOPs, the heterogeneous crimp patterns would provide the PPS the ability to recruit additional fibers away from the canal, increasing tissue stiffness while still preventing large insult to the LC. We should note, however, that the direct mechanical relationship between crimp period and fiber recruitment and tissue stiffness remains unknown and should be investigated. One of the main motivations for this work was to provide experimental data on the baseline crimp characteristics needed for the development of robust fiber-based microstructure constitutive models of the LC and PPS.

![Schematic of how different baseline crimp distributions in the ONH can determine the nonlinear macroscopic biomechanical behavior of the tissue. In a region with uniform, such as the LC, base crimp distribution, stretch leads to a macroscopic step increase in stiffness due to the simultaneous straightening of the fibers. In a region with variable crimp distribution, such as the PPS, the variable crimp disribution results in a macroscopic gradual increase in stiffness with stretch. It is important to note that crimp period is only one aspect of the fiber undulation and other characteristics could vary differently.](i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f09){#i1552-5783-58-9-3378-f09}

We are not the first to report regional collagen structure heterogeneity in the ONH. However, most studies have lacked the sensitivity and resolution, or the field of view for measuring the collagen crimp that we have studied. The majority of past studies have focused on the macroscale patterns in the collagen structure. Ex vivo studies using serial block face imaging,^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b36]^ second harmonic generated imaging (SHG),^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b30],[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b37],[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b38]^ as well as in vivo studies using optical coherence tomography (OCT)^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b39][@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b40]--[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b41]^ have quantified LC trabeculae beam thicknesses and pore diameters, which was useful for understanding regional differences in the LC collagen macrostructure, but provide no information on collagen microstructure. For the PPS, studies using wide-angle x-ray scattering (WAXS)^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b05],[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b42]^ and small angle light scattering (SALS)^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b07]^ quantified collagen fiber orientation patterns across large patches of ONH as well as for whole eye globes. Both techniques have visualized important patterns in the PPS collagen macrostructure, including a circumferential ring of collagen fibers around the scleral canal.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b05],[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b43][@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b44][@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b45]--[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b46]^ However, these studies did not address the collagen microstructure of the PPS either. One of the main reasons such modalities have not been able to detect microstructural crimp is that the orientation information that is quantified from SALS and WAXS combine the contributions of large-scale fiber bundle splay and microstructural crimp when measuring the collagen fiber angular distribution.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b47]^ Therefore, a modality with higher sensitivity and resolution is needed to separate out these two contributions. Utilizing polarization-sensitive OCT, Baumann and colleagues^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b48]^ noted a donut-shaped pattern of scleral birefringence in the rat PPS, formed by circumferentially organized fibers.

Many of the imaging techniques mentioned above are more appropriate to one tissue or the other due to large differences in the tissue density and feature size between the LC and PPS. In comparison, PLM has the appropriate sensitivity and resolution to quantify crimp in both individual LC beams and PPS collagen bundles creating a fair basis for comparison.

The relationship between crimp morphology and the overall mechanical properties of tissue is very complex. In this work we have focused on the crimp period, a natural property of the wavy or undulating collagen fibers. Nevertheless, it is important to remember that crimp period is only one aspect of the fiber undulation. Other aspects of crimp, such as the maximum deviation angle, amplitude, tortuosity, and waviness can also be used to characterize the crimp, and could vary in different ways than period. For example, two different collagen fibers can have the same crimp period, but different waviness or amplitude. Because of this, a larger or smaller crimp period may not indicate tissue that is less or more stretched, respectively. However, there may be some redundancy between the parameters and not all may be needed to fully characterize the undulations. Grytz and colleagues^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b22]^ used inverse modeling to predict the crimp maximum deviation angle in the ONH, whereas others have measured the amplitude of fibers in the pulmonary valve,^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b49]^ and the tortuosity of fibers in ventricular myocardium.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b50]^ Although it is generally accepted that as fibers are stretched, they will lose their crimp, each crimp parameter may have a different relationship with stretch. Further research is needed to quantify additional crimp characteristics to be able to predict local fiber recruitment and tissue properties under various levels of IOP.

The collagen in the eye has also been visualized, even if not systematically analyzed and measured.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b14][@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b15]--[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b16],[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b19],[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b51],[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b52]^ Electron micrographs revealed the wavy collagen fiber crimp in the cornea more than 30 years ago.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b15]^ Since then, others have visualized the crimp in the eye with other imaging modalities, including brightfield,^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b14]^ nonlinear microscopy,^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b51]^ and MRI.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b19]^ Experimental measures of crimp characteristics exist for the cornea, using transmission electron microscopy,^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b23]^ but not for the LC or sclera.

A useful property of the technique we have presented, is that the sample preparation is relatively simple. Using PLM, collagenous tissue is visible without stains or labels, avoiding time-consuming multistep procedures. Crimp features are orientation-sensitive, so manually measuring the crimp period from sections imaged with PLM is intuitive, in comparison to measuring period from strained sections imaged with brightfield microscopy or labeled sections imaged with fluorescence microscopy.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b53][@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b54][@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b55][@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b56][@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b57]--[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b58]^ Our technique also minimizes tissue processing, reducing potential artifacts. The tissues were never dehydrated, a step necessary in paraffin or plastic embedding which shrinks and warps tissue. The tissues were also never flattened, a common practice when studying scleral tissue with SALS^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b07]^ or WAXS^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b44]^ that could affect the collagen structure and bias orientation measurements.

Along with the strengths of our method, it is important to also consider its limitations. There are potential artifacts from using ex vivo tissues, histologic processing, and cryosectioning. The tissues may have artifacts from 10% formalin fixation, though we have shown our method of fixation has minimal effects on ocular tissue size or shape (Tran H, manuscript submitted, 2017). It is also possible that there existed some shell distortion for the eyes fixed at 0-mm Hg IOP, which could have deformed the collagen affecting the crimp period measured. However, we did not detect any statistically significant differences in crimp period between eyes fixed at 0-, 5-, or 10-mm Hg IOP, so the effects were small relative to the variability. Other crimp parameters may be more sensitive to these changes with IOP. Future studies could address other general structural artifacts by using fiducial markers to correct for tissue warping during processing and sectioning.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b58]^ Another limitation is the use of sheep eyes. Sheep eyes, like human eyes, have a collagenous LC. However, there are distinct structural differences, including a thick tree-like structure called the ventral groove in the ONH. It is possible that the microstructural crimp patterns we found in sheep may not apply to humans. It is important to understand sheep as an animal model,^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b59]^ but future work should include measurements of crimp in other animal models as well as human.

Our measurements of the crimp period were done in two dimensions in coronal sections of the ONH. It is possible that the direction of sectioning may affect the collagen crimp period measurements. This could be addressed, for example, through the development of techniques that permit measurement of collagen orientation in three dimensions (3D) (Yang B, et al. *IOVS* 2017;58:ARVO E-Abstract 4825). However, in the ONH, the tissue is mainly loaded in the coronal direction. Biomechanical studies have shown that even though the IOP acts normal to the tissue, the main direction of loading (i.e., the largest forces) is in the transverse direction.^[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b60][@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b61]--[@i1552-5783-58-9-3378-b62]^ Because of this preferential loading direction, the fibers oriented in this plane bear these loads and largely determine the biomechanics of the eye. Because our measurements were from coronal, or transverse, sections in the preferred loading direction, the in-plane crimp periods are most relevant and the fibers on which these were measured are more likely to have large in-plane components. Also, the crimp period measurements we obtained may be affected by the angle of a bundle relative to the plane of the section. As such, our measurements would be projections of 3D periods, and therefore could underestimate the actual bundle periods. Thus, it seems reasonable to expect that measurements obtained in 3D would still show lower crimp periods in the LC than in the PPS. Nevertheless, this must be confirmed.

The crimp periods reported in this manuscript were cross-sectional, where the crimp in each eye was measured at a specific IOP. Because of this, the crimp trends reported are a reflection of a population of collagen fibers, rather than any specific fiber and how the crimp in a single fiber would change with pressure. To obtain this information, future studies could explore a different type of experimental design, for example, tracking effects of loading on specific fibers or bundles (Jan NJ, et al. *IOVS* 2016;57:ARVO E-Abstract 3566).

In conclusion, to the best of our knowledge, we have presented the first systematic experimental characterization of the collagen crimp in the ONH. Crimp characteristics are important because they largely determine the nonlinear biomechanical behavior of the tissues. Our period measurements provide a basis to understand how microstructure governs larger scale tissue mechanics. This information helps reveal the role of microstructure on eye physiology, in aging, and in biomechanics-related diseases, such as glaucoma. Future directions include measuring other characteristics of the collagen crimp in addition to the period, as well as how these characteristics change with mechanical stimuli such as changes in IOP.
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